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Introduction
High levels of lead in the environment threaten human health, plants, soil quality and ecological
systems1,2. Because heavy metals are not biodegradable, they must be removed from water3,4.
Adsorption is a suitable process with the use of nanomaterials (NM) as adsorbents. In this work,
the adsorption on ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 for the elimination of Pb2+ ions from aqueous solution is
studied. The lead ions adsorption properties on ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 were then explored with
respect to kinetics, isotherms, thermodynamics, mechanism, and recycling for the first time. The
effect of the pH and the temperature of the solution on the removal efficiency is also studied. This
work demonstrates that NMZIF-8 can be a good candidate as an adsorbent for the elimination of
Pb2+ ions from water.
Materials and Methods
Samples synthesis.
ZIF-8 was synthesized according to Cravillon, et.al5, and NM-ZIF-86 was prepared by heat
treatment at 800 °C for 5 hours, and then cooled and washed. The nano-porous carbon obtained is
denoted as NMZIF-8.
Characterization of Samples.
The SBET surface area was determined to ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8. The average diameter of the pores
was evaluated by the DFT method. The chemical-morphological characteristics were also
determined by (SEM-EDS), XRD, FTIR and TGA.
Adsorption, kinetic and thermodynamic studies.
Measurements of Pb2+ adsorption were made from aqueous solutions on ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 in
equilibrium at different temperatures and as a function of time at 298 K, determining the residual
concentration of the ion in the solution by atomic adsorption.
Results and Discussion
The adsorption-desorption isotherms of N2 at 77 K for ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 can be classified as
type IV7 isotherms. Table 1 shows the textural characteristics of the solids
Table 1. BET surface area (S), pore volumes (V) and pore sizes (D) for the synthetized samples
Samples
ZIF-8
NMZIF-8

SBETa (m2/g)

Vtotalb (cm3/g)

Vmicrob(cm3/g)

Vmesob(cm3/g)

1300
1450

0.66
0.32

0.16
0.11

0.50
0.21

Vmicro/meso
0.32
0.52

aThe

specific surface area (SBET) was calculated by Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET method.
Vtotal, Vmicro and Vmeso represented the total pore volume of micropore and the volume of mesopore calculated by Barret-Hoyner-Halenda (BJH)
method, respectively.
b

Several kinetic models were applied to the experimental data. When performing the graphical

representations of t/qt versus t, all the lines fit a significant linear correlation with t and the
calculated qe values that are in good agreement with the experimental qe. This suggests that
adsorption may be the limiting step of the speed involved in sharing the valence forces or the
exchange of electrons between the metal ions and the adsorbents studied8.
The energy of Gibbs (ΔGo) was calculated for the sorption of Pb2+ for ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 with
values of -3.79 and -4.53 kJmol-1 (298 K) respectively. The negative ΔGo value obtained confirms
that the process of Pb2+ adsorption on ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 is spontaneous.
Conclusions
In summary, we have synthesized two porous adsorbents: ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 and we investigated
their extent in the elimination of Pb2+. It was found that the capacities of saturated adsorption of
Pb2+ on ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8, reach 1285.67 and 1489.45 mg/g, respectively, which are compared
with other porous materials. When treating aqueous solutions of Pb2+, in the presence of excess
materials, more than 95% is eliminated. In addition, the two adsorbents exhibit rapid adsorption
kinetics, and only take several minutes to reach the adsorption equilibrium. Kinetic studies of
Pb2 + adsorption on ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 can be described by the pseudo-second order model. In
summary, these previous characteristics indicate that both ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 are excellent
candidates for the removal of heavy metal ions from wastewater. It was found that the driving
force for Pb2 + adsorption for both ZIF-8 and NMZIF-8 is controlled by an entropic effect.
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